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ARTISTIC VIBRANCY
The Artistic Vibrancy Framework is a way for organisations to talk about artistic impact internally and with others.
Arts organisations are well-versed in describing aspects of their impact.
They count everything that can be given a number: audience numbers,
ticket sales, award nominations, alumni successes - the list goes on.

• engages with audiences
• connects with communities
• contributes to a vibrant society and culture.

But the impact of art cannot be wholly explained with numbers, or
narrow definitions of “excellence.”

The framework offers arts organisations:
• a language for communicating about artistic matters with non-artists,
such as boards and funders

The Artistic Vibrancy Framework is a way for organisations to talk about
their artistic impact in an holistic manner.
The framework identifies five essential dimensions of an artistically
healthy arts organisation.
An artistically vibrant arts organisation:
• supports the development of great art
• creates pathways for artists to become great

• processes for gathering genuinely useful, internal and external
feedback about the artistic impact of the organisation
• a pathway for reflection and change, so that organisations can remain
relevant to their stakeholders and contemporary life.
We hope that the framework will continue to evolve, remaining relevant
and meaningful to arts organisations and funders alike.
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“GREAT” ART:
• Demonstrates integrity of process.
• Embodies excellence of craft and skills.
• Demonstrates imagination, distinctiveness
and originality.
• Contributes to artistic practice.
• Engages with the diversity and complexity
of contemporary life.
• Is relevant in a local, national and
global context.
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“GREAT” ARTISTS:
• Are regarded by their peers as
leaders or with potential to be
leaders in their practice.
• Have a unique aesthetic
identity and body of work.
• Influence arts and creative practice.
• Can benefit from the wider community
of organisations supporting and
promoting the value of art.
• Contribute to innovation and new
thinking in their artform and
wider culture.
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AN “ENGAGED” AUDIENCE:
• Experiences captivation, aesthetic
enrichment, emotional resonance,
intellectual stimulation and social bridging or
bonding through their arts experience.
• Includes those who experience art directly,
as well as people who might participate in
other artistic programs around the
art experience.
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AN “ENGAGED” COMMUNITY:
• Is a respected partner in any
collaboration and enjoys shared
decision-making.
• Acknowledges diversity and has differences
of opinion, ideas and artistic preferences.
• Supports participation and engagement by all.
• Is the expert about its own circumstances
and cultures, and has authority within
a partnership.
• Owns and celebrates shared outcomes.
• Has connections with artistic leaders
in the community.
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ARTS ORGANISATIONS WHICH
CONTRIBUTE TO A “VIBRANT”
SOCIETY AND CULTURE:
• Help to make art a part of daily life.
• Promote widespread, dynamic social
and cultural conversations.
• Help to make Indigenous arts and
culture strong and accessible.
• Value and represent diversity.
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RELEVANT ARTS ORGANISATIONS:
• Support work that resonates with
audiences and stakeholders.
• Acknowledge and embody diversity.
• Connect with the lives and times of
contemporary society.
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ARTS ORGANISATIONS WHICH
EMBODY INTEGRITY:
• Realise their artistic vision in
their programming.
• Support artists to realise their
artistic ambitions.
• Respect and nurture artistic
and cultural processes.
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ARTS ORGANISATIONS WHICH
STRIVE FOR QUALITY:
• Are committed to rigour around
process and outcomes.
• Invest in continuous learning, improvement
and artist development.
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DISTINCTIVE ARTS ORGANISATIONS:
• Have unique artistic visions.
• Contribute to, shape and change
the arts landscape.
• Demonstrate cultural and
creative leadership.
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ARTS ORGANISATIONS WHICH ARE
COMMITTED TO LEARNING:
• Respect the critical reflective process.
• Gather and reflect on feedback.
• Act on the outcomes of reflection
when needed.
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ART / GREAT ART
Do we support great art and strengthen artistic and cultural practice?
8aRMcMacWbcVRaRbdZc^SVMaQf^aY͜W]eRbc\R]cW]QReRZ^_\R]cM]QcVRW]cRUaWch^SPaRMcWeR_a^PRbbRb͙2acb^aUM]WbMcW^]bbd__^acUaRMcMac
OhR\O^ZQR]W]UMacWbcb͜aRSdbW]Uc^P^\_a^\WbR^]`dMZWch͜M]Qf^aYW]Uc^fMaQbMQWbcW]PcWeRMacWbcWPeWbW^]͙

2DF͛
ͪ2acͪaRSRabc^cVR_a^PRbbRb
M]Q^dc_dcb^SPaRMcWeRMPcWeWch͜
bdPVMb2O^aWUW]MZM]QF^aaRb
EcaMWc;bZM]QRa2acb͜4^\\d]Wch
2acbM]Q4dZcdaMZ5ReRZ^_\R]c͜
5M]PR͜6\RaUW]UM]Q
6g_RaW\R]cMZ2acb͜>WcRaMcdaR͜
?dZcWMacS^a\͜?dbWP͜FVRMcaR
M]QHWbdMZMacb͙

DEFINE

IVMcWb^da^aUM]WbMcW^]ͭb
MacWbcWPeWbW^]ͣ

IVMcMaR^daMacWbcWPM\OWcW^]bͣ
;b^daeWbW^]QWbcW]PcWeRM]QaRZReM]cͣ
:^ffWZZfRP^]caWOdcRc^MacWbcWP_aMPcWPRM]QcVRPdZcdaMZZM]QbPM_Rͣ

TAKE
ACTION

IVMcMaRfRQ^W]Uc^
bd__^acUaRMcMacͣ

5^fRW]eRbcW]PaRMcWeRQReRZ^_\R]cͣ
5^fR_a^cRPccVRW]cRUaWch^SPaRMcWeR_a^PRbbRbͣ
5^RbcVRMacfRbd__^acR]UMURfWcVcVRP^\_ZRgWchM]QQWeRabWch^S2dbcaMZWM]b^PWRchͣ
5^fRQR\^]bcaMcRRgPRZZR]PR^SPaMScM]QbYWZZͣ
;b^daf^aYP^]cRgcdMZWbRQZ^PMZZh͜]McW^]MZZhM]QΧ^aW]cRa]McW^]MZZhͣ
2aRfRP^]caWOdcW]Uc^cVRUZ^OMZMacWbcWPZM]QbPM_Rͣ

REFLECT

3RPMdbR^Sdb͜WbcVRaR\^aR
UaRMcMacW]cVRf^aZQͣ

IVMcQ^^da_RRab͜RZQRab͜P^\\d]Wch\R\ORabM]QPaWcWPbcVW]Yͣ
IVMcQ^Rb^da^f]MacWbcWPcRM\cVW]Yͣ
:^fQ^fRP^\_MaRfWcV^aUM]WbMcW^]bfRMb_WaRc^ORZWYRͣ

CHANGE

IVMcQ^fR]RRQc^PVM]URͣ

IVMcRZbRbV^dZQfRORQ^W]Uc^bd__^acͩUaRMcͪMacͣ

ARTISTS AND SECTOR / GREAT ARTISTS
Do we support artists to fulfil their artistic ambitions?
Arts organisations fuel a diverse and dynamic arts ecology. They create pathways for artists, develop artistic support staff and
provide the physical infrastructure that artists need to make excellent work.

ARTISTS AND SECTOR:
“Artists” refers to people who
produce art, and identify art
as their principal occupation.
Artists can include dancers,
writers, musicians, community
art practitioners and performers.

DEFINE

What is our organisation’s vision
for artists and the sector?

Who are the artists we want to support?
How will we support them?
What role in the arts ecology will we fulfil?

TAKE
ACTION

What are we doing
to support artists and
the sector?

Do we support artist-led activity, including artist exchange and development on a national
and international level?
Do we develop arts-workers, such as editors, publishers, curators and producers?
Do we create pathways for artists at various points of their careers?
Do we provide the networks, advice, time, space and money that artists need?
Do we seek and understand the opportunities for partnerships across the sector?

REFLECT

Because of us, are
artists able to fulfil their
artistic ambitions?

Which artists and arts-workers have we supported?
How have we supported the arts ecology, such as artist pathways and partnerships
across the sector?
Have our artist alumni gone on to achieve recognition, here and overseas?
What do our peers think of our artist development programs?

CHANGE

What do we need to change?

What else should we be doing to support artists and the sector?

AUDIENCE / ENGAGED AUDIENCES
Do we reach audiences, build new audiences and provide people with a rewarding experience of the arts?
2acb^aUM]WbMcW^]bR]UMURMdQWR]PRbcVa^dUVaRZReM]cM]QW]b_WaW]UMacbRg_RaWR]PRb͙FVRhd]QRabcM]QM]QaRb_^]Qc^cVRWa
RbcMOZWbVRQMdQWR]PRbfVWZROdWZQW]U]RfMdQWR]PRb͙GZcW\McRZh͜cVRU^MZWbc^R]cRaW]c^MaRPW_a^PMZaRZMcW^]bVW_͛cVRMdQWR]PR
M]QcVRMacb^aUM]WbMcW^]UWeRM]QaRPRWeRcVa^dUVMac͙

2G5;6@46E͛
ͩ2dQWR]PRͪaRSRabc^aRMQRab͜
eWbWc^ab͜MccR]QRRb͜_MacWPW_M]cb
M]QM]h^cVRa_Rab^]fV^
W]cRaMPcbW]b^\RfMhfWcVMac
f^aY]McW^]MZZh^aW]cRa]McW^]MZZh͙

DEFINE

TAKE
ACTION

IVMcWb^da^aUM]WbMcW^]ͭb
eWbW^]S^aMdQWR]PRbͣ

IV^Wb^daMdQWR]PRͣ

IVMcMaRfRQ^W]Uc^OdWZQ
M]QR]UMUR^daMdQWR]PRbͣ

5^fRd]QRabcM]Q^daMdQWR]PRbͣ

:^fPM]fROdWZQ͜aRMPVM]QR]UMUR^daMdQWR]PRbͣ

5^fRcVW]YMO^dccVRMdQWR]PRQdaW]UcVRPaRMcW^]_VMbRͣ
5^fRaRb_^]Qc^^daMdQWR]PRSRRQOMPYMO^dccVRWaRg_RaWR]PRbͣ
5^fRd]QRabcM]QM]QaRb_^]Qc^PVM]URbW]MdQWR]PRb^eRacW\Rͣ
5^fRQRR_R]_R^_ZRͭbM__aRPWMcW^]M]Qd]QRabcM]QW]U^SMacͣ
5^fRW]eRbcW]MdQWR]PRQReRZ^_\R]cM]QaRcR]cW^]͜Z^PMZZh͜
]McW^]MZZhM]QΧ^aW]cRa]McW^]MZZhͣ
5^fRW]eRbcM]QW]]^eMcRW]MacbRQdPMcW^]͜_MacWPW_McW^]M]QR]UMUR\R]cͣ

REFLECT

3RPMdbR^Sdb͜MaRMdQWR]PRb
\^aRR]UMURQfWcVcVRMacbͣ

IV^M]QV^f\M]h_R^_ZRQ^fRaRMPVͣ
5^fRaRMPV_R^_ZRfV^f^dZQ]^c^cVRafWbRMPPRbbMacbRg_RaWR]PRbͣ
:^fQ^MdQWR]PRbQRbPaWORcVRWaRg_RaWR]PRbͣ
5^fR\^eR͜W]b_WaR͜PVMZZR]UR͜bcW\dZMcR͜M]QΧ^aR]aWPV^daMdQWR]PRbͣ
:^fQ^_R^_ZRaRb_^]Qc^^daMccR\_cbc^QRR_R]R]UMUR\R]cͣ

CHANGE

IVMcQ^fR]RRQc^PVM]URͣ

IVMcRZbRbV^dZQfRORQ^W]Uc^OdWZQR]UMURQMdQWR]PRbͣ

For more detail,
please see the Community
Relevance Guide, which
provides extensive information
about working with
communities and reflecting
on outcomes.

COMMUNITIES / ENGAGED COMMUNITIES
Do we work with communities to achieve shared goals?
Arts organisations engage with communities in many different ways, through meaningful and respectful exchange. These exchanges could
result in collaboration at any stage of an artistic activity, from initial consultation and input to co-creation and shared public outcomes, to
community engagement in organisational decision-making, public programs or campaigns. For the purposes of this framework, we have
separated engaged communities from their role as audiences, as different engagement approaches apply.

DEFINE

What is our vision for
community engagement?

Who are we relevant to?
What do we hope to achieve through engaging with communities?
Who do we currently engage with and how might we look beyond our
existing communities?

COMMUNITIES:
“Community” refers to a group
of people who share something
in common. What connects the
community could be geographic,
cultural, a demographic feature,
a shared interest or issue, a
common experience or need.
Communities are defined by
their members and exist where
there is awareness, structure or
affinity between them.

TAKE
ACTION

What are we doing to engage
with communities?

Are we developing respectful collaborations?
Are we investing appropriate resources and capacity in community engagement?
Are we invited to engage by the community or do we offer the invitation?
Do we stay connected and engaged with communities,
e.g. through multi-year relationships?
How do we work and create together with our community partners?
Do we leave something in place at the end of community projects?

REFLECT

Because of us, are
communities more engaged
with the arts?

What do the community members, elders and stakeholders think of the project?
What does our organisation think about it?
Did our collaboration have integrity and reflect the input and commitment from
the community?
What have we learned?
What are the impacts of our collaborations for our organisation and for the community?
How do we compare with organisations we aspire to be like?

CHANGE

What do we need to change?

What else could we be doing to “engage” communities?

SOCIETY AND CULTURE / VIBRANT SOCIETY AND CULTURE
Are we relevant to the times we live in and the people we live with?
Arts organisations are part of the social, cultural and political life of the nation. They celebrate and communicate the value of
the arts and participate in wider social and cultural conversations. They keep Indigenous art and culture strong and stimulate
connections and dialogue across the diversity of Australian society. As a result of arts organisations’ efforts, people feel
profoundly connected to the arts and cultural aspects of their lives.

SOCIETY AND CULTURE:
“Society and Culture” refers to
the general public of Australia
and its diverse customs, values,
ideas and behaviours.

DEFINE

What is our vision for
society and culture?

What kind of society and culture do we aspire to be part of?
How does what we offer enrich our society and culture?
What mark do we wish to make on a future world?

TAKE
ACTION

What are we doing to
contribute to a vibrant
society and culture?

Are we inclusive of Australians with disabilities?
Are we accessible to Australians from diverse social, cultural, geographic,
economic backgrounds?
Do we strengthen artistic experiences by, with and for children and young people?
Do we infuse everyday life with arts and culture?
Do we broker connections with Indigenous art and culture?
Do we celebrate the value of the arts?
Do we participate in wider cultural and social conversations?
Are we part of a global artistic narrative?

REFLECT

Because of us, are society
and culture more vibrant?

Who would miss us if we were gone?
Do we broaden and deepen people’s arts access and participation?
Do young people grow up with arts as a part of their life because of our work?
Because of us, do people access and value Indigenous arts and culture?
Does Australian society and culture feel more vital, vibrant and ambitious than it
would without us?
What will be our legacy?

CHANGE

What do we need to change?

What else should we be doing to make society and culture “vibrant”?

IMAGE: Djuki Mala
CREDIT: Sean Young, Sean Young Studios

WHO SHOULD USE THE FRAMEWORK?
The Artistic Vibrancy Framework focuses on organisational reflection, feedback and continuous improvement. It was developed in
consultation with Australian arts organisations across all artforms, sizes and types. We hope that every arts organisation – regardless of art
form or purpose - can recognise what they are already do well and find other things in the framework to apply to their own context. The
following list provides suggestions and prompts to help you locate your own organisation’s starting point within the framework.
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Community arts and cultural
development (CACD) organisations are
deeply involved in engaging communities
in respectful, co-creative partnerships.
The way they deﬁne great art and artists
may be different to other organisations.
Are there elements in the framework
that might stimulate new thinking and
artistic exploration in CACD?
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Major Performing Arts Organisations
have been involved in the artistic
vibrancy conversation.
How are they contributing to this new
evolution of the framework and what
lessons can they share with the wider
sector about artistic reﬂection?
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Literary organisations work
with an artform that is often made and
consumed in solitary ways. This makes
audience engagement a difficult dimension
to encapsulate.
Does the framework offer opportunities
for new ways to think about bringing
people together to participate in the arts
and break down a perceived division
between access and quality?
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Producing and touring
organisations in the performing arts
of all sizes have been at the forefront
of the artistic vibrancy conversation.
They are continuing to evolve how they
reﬂect on their collaborative,
artistic process.
What does this mean for the evolving
relationships they have with their different
stakeholders including venues and
wider communities?
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Festivals and arts event
producing organisations program
art and create encounters that can
transform communities. We have seen
major events transform the fortunes of entire
cities and communities.
What are the conversations that artistic
vibrancy opens up with their arts producing
partners to build lasting connections
within communities?
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Publishers are involved in a vital
creative process in identifying and
supporting talent, working with their creators
to craft new work, and connecting that
work to audiences.
As industry models change, what opportunity
does the framework offer publishers to
think about new ways of working?
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Art galleries are at the forefront
of curatorial leadership and dialogue
about contemporary art.
What does a conversation about artistic
vibrancy look like in a contemporary arts
context as people seek new and dynamic
ways to encounter and experience art?
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Indigenous arts organisations often
have a broader deﬁnition of art that includes
deep cultural knowledge and participation.
How can the framework be applied to a
complex cross cultural conversation?
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Multi-purpose arts and
entertainment venues bring audiences
and communities into contact with artistic
work, particularly in regions outside the
metropolitan centres.
How might an artistic vibrancy
conversation in the organisation
inform future strategies for programming
and ways of working?
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Multi-artform organisations
provide a focal point for the dialogue
about developing practices.
Are there challenges in developing
new languages to discuss new artforms?
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Sector service organisations
and peak bodies are focused on
advocacy and capacity-building and
might be more focused on some aspects
of the framework than others.
How are they applying reﬂective
practices within their own organisations
and extending conversations about
artistic impact beyond the individual
arts organisation to inform a wider
dialogue in the sector?
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Emerging and experimental arts
organisations support artists
and generate new ways for exploring new
frontiers of artmaking and pioneering risk,
innovation and adventure.
How might artistic vibrancy assist the emerging
and experimental arts ﬁeld to engage in
conversations within and beyond the sector
about the future of great art?
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Boards of arts organisations have
many members from non-arts backgrounds
and are often focused on strategic, operational,
ﬁnancial and other governance questions.
How can boards use the framework to
engage in the artistic dialogue
of their organsiations?
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Artistic Directors of organisations
often work intuitively in making
artistic decisions.
How can the framework be applied in
a way that allows open and honest
conversations about the work
of organisations?
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Individual artists and groups.
The framework was designed to support
arts organisations to undertake reﬂection,
feedback and continuous improvement.
Artists who work in and with arts organisations
are a vital part of this equation.
How can individual artists and groups recognise
and engage in reﬂective practices and the
artistic vibrancy conversation within
the arts organisations they are
involved with?
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IMAGE: Gondwana Voices choristers tour to
the Kimberley, September 2013
CREDIT: Lyn Williams

We reflect every single day. At the end of every day we sit down
and do our wrap-up with the artist or workshop facilitators. You have the organisation’s
principles in mind and you ask, “What worked well? What didn’t work?
What are we going to change for tomorrow?
- Kim McConville, Beyond Empathy

WHAT IT IS AND WHAT IT IS NOT
Reflecting on artistic vibrancy is asking the hard questions of the right people. It is:

Reflecting on artistic vibrancy is not:

• acknowledging that artistic vibrancy is fundamental to an arts organisation’s
overall health

• giving scores to compare organisations

• thinking about the impact of your practice on art, audience, artists, community,
society and culture
• using a shared language to communicate your impact with external stakeholders
• making changes based on reflection to ensure you are achieving your
artistic mission
• articulating the types of impact which are notoriously hard to describe, but which are
absolutely central to art: how art affects people and influences change
• talking to people inside and outside the organisation in a way that allows them to be
frank and fearless in their feedback.

• talking about artistic excellence and ignoring
all other aspects of an organisation’s
artistic health, such as its engagement with
audiences or support for artists
• relying on numbers to describe the quality
of a work
• a box-ticking exercise
• trying to adapt the artistic program and
organisation to every piece of feedback.

FVRd]RgM\W]RQZWSRWb
]^cf^acVZWeW]U͙
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WHY REFLECT ON ARTISTIC VIBRANCY
FVRbVMaRQZM]UdMUR^SMacWbcWPeWOaM]PhOR]RSWcb
cVRfV^ZRbRPc^aORPMdbRWcMZZ^fb\RM]W]USdZ
P^]eRabMcW^]bfWcVO^MaQb͜Sd]QRabM]QQ^]^ab͙
;cVRZ_bdbMZZMacWPdZMcRcVReMZdRcVMccVRMacbOaW]U
c^b^PWRch͙
3hcMZYW]Uc^_RRab͜MdQWR]PRb͜MacWbcbM]QfWQRa
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WbaRMZWbW]UWcbMacWbcWPeWbW^]͜M]QcVMccVWbeWbW^]Wb
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The benefits of using the Artistic Vibrancy Framework

IMPROVE

COMMUNICATE

ADVOCATE
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HOW TO REFLECT ON ARTISTIC VIBRANCY
DRSZRPcW]U^]MacWbcWPeWOaM]Ph\RM]bcVMcMacb^aUM]WbMcW^]bMaRfWZZW]Uc^MbYWcbRZS`dRbcW^]baWUVccVa^dUVcVRMacWbcWP_a^PRbb͙
FVRSaM\Rf^aYWbOMbRQ^]V^f^aUM]WbMcW^]bMZaRMQhaRSZRPc͜M]QPM]ORMQM_cRQc^_ZM]]W]UM]QQReRZ^_\R]cMPcWeWcWRb͙

STEP 1

DEFINE
Why do we exist?
What is our artistic vision?
Is it distinctive and relevant?
STEP 2

CHANGE

TAKE
ACTION

What do we need to do next?

What are we doing to fulﬁl this?

What is our plan to improve or
remain artistically vibrant?

Who are we working with?

STEP 4

?hMQeWPRc^^cVRabf^dZQOR͛
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SRRQOMPY͙;Sh^dMaRQ^W]UWcc^cWPYMO^g͜
cVR]Wcͭbf^abRcVM]dbRZRbb͙
8R^aQWR3a^^Y\M]͜
2acWbcWP5WaRPc^a͜EF4E2

What are our processes?

STEP 3

REFLECT
What have we achieved?
What has changed?
Is our artistic vision still
distinctive and relevant?

GETTING STARTED CHECK LIST
This is a quick checklist for how to reflect on artistic vibrancy throughout an artistic planning cycle.

QUESTIONS TO ASK

DELIVERABLE
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1999

Nugent report mentions ‘Artistic Vibrancy’

2009

Australia Council publishes Defining Artistic Vibrancy

2010

Artistic Reflection Kit, Audience Impact surveys, piloting

2011

2012

Major Performing Arts companies adopt more widely

Small to medium arts organisations start using
Community Relevance Guide

2014

Refresh of Artistic Vibrancy

IMAGE: 350 participants from across
the community told the story of
Gladstone in Boomtown
CREDIT: Craig Chapman

BACKGROUND
In 2010, there was a willingness in Australia to have a sophisticated
conversation about artistic vibrancy. The Major Performing Arts
companies and the Australia Council recognised that artistic vibrancy
went far beyond traditionally narrow, subjective concepts
of “excellence.”
The Australia Council set out to create a shared language that
articulated the elements of artistic vibrancy. This was part of an
emerging international research push by arts funders, organisations and
researchers to come up with a meaningful way of talking about the value
of art.
The Australia Council’s Artistic Vibrancy Framework and self-reflection
tool kit proved useful for organisations in their artistic and organisational
planning. It was also a way to describe their impact to stakeholders,

including funders, board members, donors and the general public.
Organisations could now describe what it is that art does, something
nothing else can do. Small-to-medium arts organisations also picked
up the framework and began to use it in their planning and reporting.
Several organisations outside of the performing arts adapted the
language to work for them.
The Australia Council realised that there was an opportunity to share
the benefits of the framework with visual arts, literature, community
partnerships and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander organisations. The
Artistic Vibrancy e-book is part of an ongoing dialogue amongst funders
and arts organisations about the artistic health of the sector.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Do I have to use the framework to get Australia Council funding?
No, you don’t. But you should be aware that the Australia Council peer
panels may refer to the Artistic Vibrancy Framework as one of the tools
for informing how they interpret and assess artistic merit.
How do I use the framework?
You can use the framework as a starting point in your strategic planning,
goal-setting and reflective practices.
Does my organisation have to achieve impact in every dimension?
Generally speaking, yes. But each organisation will have different
emphases. For example, an art gallery or a literary journal may focus on
curating and contextualising art, whilst a theatre organisation may be
more interested in producing art. Every organisation has its role in an
overall arts ecology and their artistic vibrancy focus will reflect this.

Can I adapt and apply the framework to my own organisation?
Yes. The framework has been designed around how arts organisations
already reflect on and describe their artistic impact. We hope that all
organisations will recognise something they already do within the
framework, and discover new and useful elements. The framework is
built for organisations to adapt and apply what is relevant to their context.
How does the Australia Council use the Artistic Vibrancy Framework?
Staff at the Australia Council use the framework as a tool for
understanding the artistic goals and outcomes of an organisation.
The Artistic Vibrancy Framework also provides a way for staff to
talk to arts organisations about their contribution to the overall arts
ecology. In a formal sense, the Australia Council encourages arts
organisations to use the framework in their strategic planning
and reporting.
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Are there tools to help me use the framework?
Yes. The Australia Council has an array of free tools. These include
audience, artist and participant surveys, and explanations of many of
the reflective practices mentioned on this website. See the Resources
section of this e-book.
Are there examples of how others have used it?
Yes. The Australia Council has gathered a number of
case studies of arts organisations and how they reflect
on their artistic practice. See the Case Studies section of this e-book.

Can I get help to use the framework?
Yes. This e-book contains information about how to use the framework.
If you are a funded organisation a client manager can also offer advice
on how to get started. There may also be other arts organisations willing
to offer peer networking and advice.
Please contact Kevin du Preez on +61 (0)2 9215 9024 or
k.dupreez@australiacouncil.gov.au to find out more.
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ARTS ACCESS VICTORIA
Values-based decision making: Arts Access Victoria transforms itself by
reflecting on core values
Established in 1974, Arts Access Victoria is one of Australia’s founding and most
experienced arts and disability organisations. The organisation aims to build
capacity for cultural participation for people with a disability.
A number of years ago, Arts Access Victoria almost missed out on a critical multi-year funding
opportunity. Today, it is one of the leading arts organisations in Victoria and within the arts and
disability sector nationally.
The organisation turned things around by identifying and working with core values. Executive Director
Veronica Pardo talks about Arts Access Victoria’s values-based approach.
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The journey was not easy. The organisation spent time overcoming the natural defensiveness to
criticism, and shifting towards reflective processes. Veronica Pardo, the organisation’s new CEO,
introduced a culture of critical reflection, which uses the organisation‘s core values as its starting point.
The organisation reflects on its core values when deciding where to spend its time and resources.
Veronica calls this, “values-based decision making.” As a result, the organisation has revamped its
programs to focus on work that is “distinctive, compelling and transformative.” This involved some
tough decisions, but the result is a far more focused organisation which can maximise its impact.
Veronica firmly believes in the importance of accessible, critical dialogue with audiences, artists and
partners. Arts Access Victoria uses written and verbal tools to gather feedback, to ensure that results
are inclusive of people of varied literacy levels and abilities.
Arts Access Victoria also changed the questions it was asking audiences, to find out specifically how
their work “changed” people. This subtle shift enabled the organisation to begin to understand the
deeper impacts of their work.
“It’s as simple as that for us. When they say that it was negative, because sometimes they do, we
accept that and say, “Okay, let’s explore how we might do it differently so that you have a different
experience next time.”
Arts Access Victoria brings all of the artists together once or twice a year for strategic reflection.
Veronica explains, “In this work you constantly have to avoid the desire to slip into the comfortable,
into the known.” She uses these feedback processes as a touchstone for staff to reflect on the
organisation’s work and vision.
Veronica’s key advice to other arts organisations is to be genuinely open to external feedback.
You actually have to ask people, “How did you experience it?”

ARTS CENTRE MELBOURNE
You don’t have to spend a lot of resources
on it, but you do have to commit something
to it. You have to be realistic about scoping
it, try not to do everything all at once.

Evaluative thinking: Arts Centre Melbourne’s approach
Arts Centre Melbourne is one of Australia’s largest and busiest performing arts
centres. Its charter is to ‘enrich the lives of Victorians socially, educationally,
culturally and economically, through the performing arts.’
Arts Centre Melbourne has embraced evaluative thinking to understand the impact that
programming choices have on the audience experience. Louise Georgeson, Executive,
Development & Strategy, talks about the journey.
In 2010, Arts Centre Melbourne began looking at how it could evaluate the impact of its education,
youth and family programs. It developed and tested a framework of self-evaluation tools –
conversing with students, teachers, participants and audiences using surveys and interview guides.
Realising the benefits gained from this exercise, Arts Centre Melbourne began to see the value
of evaluating the entire breadth of programming. Louise explains, “We thought it was important to
see what Arts Centre Melbourne’s programming calendar added up to – we wanted to review the
picture holistically.”
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Arts Centre Melbourne now conducts a combination of self-evaluation studies across different
programming genres and commissions a small number of “deep dives” for programs needing
independent analysis. Evaluation work is done in conjunction with the programming team to devise
the right evaluative approach.
The organisation uses a unified evaluative framework wherever possible, to assess the overall
picture. Louise observes that meaningful evaluation and reflection is extremely valuable, not only for
the programming team but also in audience development.
Donors also value the opportunity to understand how their contribution impacts the delivery of
experiences.
Louise muses that organisations should be prepared to invest the time and the resources to get
evaluative processes right. Where budgets are tight, the evaluative process is still possible and can
provide invaluable insights.
“It is important to have a well defined understanding of what you are trying to measure – from there
you can shape the scope of evaluation work to suit your available resources. I believe the work is
always worthwhile.”

BEYOND EMPATHY (BE)
What does success really look like? Beyond Empathy’s impact approach
Beyond Empathy (BE) is a Community Arts and Cultural Development (CACD) organisation
that works in urban, suburban, regional and remote communities across Australia.
Beyond Empathy uses the arts to influence change and enrich the lives of individuals and
communities experiencing recurring hardship.
BE reflects on impact in the context of each community, rather than applying narrow notions of “success.”
Kim McConville, Executive Director, describes how the organisation evaluates itself every day.
Reflection is integral to all BE programs. The organisation uses a “program logic” methodology for each
project. This provides the framework for evaluating impact during and after each project as it helps
identify a roadmap for reaching desired outcomes. The organisation engages in daily wrap-ups, artist
story-lines and reflection, and full-scale program evaluations.
For Kim, evaluation is about continuously improving. She explains,
BE looks for impact in context, as it relates to each individual or community. Kim explains, “Community
is dynamic. ‘Success’ is different for different people.”
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“I don’t call it evaluation,
because I think that “evaluation”
is retrospective. I think it is
much better to be reflective as a
motivation for forward thinking
and planning.”

For example, “success” does not always have to be a hard, employment or education outcome. For one
person, the “success” of a BE project might be that s/he engaged in a shared, community arts experience.
For another, it might be that s/he went back to school. For us, both of these hold equal importance.
According to Kim, these “successes” should not be ranked, but understood in the context of that person
or community. BE looks for three cornerstones of impact for its programs: meaning, community control
and connection. The organisation conducts baseline research to understand the community’s starting
point before a project.
BE has found that traditional evaluation interview methodologies do not always elicit accurate
representations of people’s experiences. The organisation now adapts its methods for gathering
feedback according to the community. Kim explains, “I’ve found that we get more honest and elaborate
responses, particularly working with Aboriginal people, when they know and trust the person who is
asking the question.”
BE uses a single-sheet diagram to survey audience members against six dimensions: connection,
aesthetic merit, delivery, new knowledge, understanding, and ways of thinking.
As with “success,” Kim advises others to define “excellence” in context and in relation to practice. For
example, measures of “excellence” can differ when an organisation is creating a private work with a
“community” rather than for an “audience.”
“It is a challenge that we are very thoughtful about - the whole way we may be expected to measure
our impact for a project, and how we balance that with our organisation’s principles and relationships
with community.”

MUSICA VIVA
Tailoring artistic vibrancy: Musica Viva’s artistic paradigm in action
Musica Viva was founded in 1945 and is Australia’s oldest independent performing
arts organisation. It provides chamber music experiences for adult and school
audiences nationally.
Artistic directors may not always need a framework for making artistic decisions, but it can help their
team. Katherine Kemp, Director of Artistic Programming, and Kimbali Harding, Director of Education,
explain how they use Carl Vine’s artistic vibrancy framework every day.
In 2002, Carl Vine, Artistic Director, tailored the artistic vibrancy framework for Musica Viva. The paradigm
identifies four core values: quality, diversity, challenge and joy. Since then, Musica Viva has embedded
the paradigm in its mission and objectives.
Artistic staff use the paradigm as a reflective tool for artistic decision-making. For example, Katherine has
the paradigm pinned to the noticeboard next to her computer as a “little reminder.” When programming
decisions need to be made, whether by Carl Vine or by artists, she keeps these values in mind, making
sure that the program is aligned with core mission.
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Musica Viva gathers extensive external feedback to reflect on whether it is fulfilling its core values.
In the Concerts program, Musica Viva invites five to eight people in each city to become peer panellists
for up to three years. Panellists are respected members of the classical music community with no vested
interests in the review outcomes. They are invited to attend several concerts a year. They answer a
survey about how well the program embodies quality, diversity, challenge and joy.
Musica Viva uses this feedback to assist artistic reflection, particularly when not every concert nationwide
can be attended by artistic staff. Katherine recalls,

Kimbali notes,
Feedback ensures that the
artistic program remains relevant and of artistic
and educational worth. You can’t just rely on
internal introspection. You need to actually listen
to your stakeholders.

“There was one group whose concert I attended, who from an artistic quality point of view, I didn’t think
had such a great night. But a lot of the peer review panel and audience feedback from interstate was
really positive. That did make us think about having them back, which we may not have otherwise.”
In its Education program (Musica Viva In Schools), peer evaluators look at the educational skill of the
ensembles and the program’s artistic vibrancy. The Musica Viva Education team uses this information
to design professional development sessions for the Musica Viva In Schools ensembles. For example,
in 2014 the organisation focused professional development on refining differentiation of performances
according to the educational needs of various age groups.
Kimbali also gathers student and teacher feedback, which she and the Musica Viva Education team
considers when programming. She explains the use of qualitative feedback, “If people are telling you that
the work is [or is not] quality, diverse, challenging and joyful, then you have to take that on board.”
Kimbali and Katherine’s advice to other organisations is to make use of external feedback.

PATCH THEATRE COMPANY
Critical appraisal: using feedback to make each work the best it can be
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Patch Theatre Company is an Adelaide-based, repertoire theatre company for 4-8 year olds and their families. The company has presented
over 100 new productions to more than 1.7 million children and their families since it began in 1972.
It can be hard to hear criticism of your work. Dave Brown, Artistic Director of
Patch Theatre Company, explains how he manages the process to get
useful feedback.
“There’s something liberating about genuinely asking for honest, provocative,
critical appraisal.” Dave Brown should know. He and his company have
employed a “critical reflective process” since 2002. A panel of theatre peers
and a panel of education peers attend each new Patch work, and provide
constructive feedback in a facilitated session.
The critical appraisal process is vital to the way Patch makes work. Patch
typically holds a short, initial season for each new work in Adelaide, which peers
appraise. Then the company seeks a second opportunity to stage the work,
which gives Patch the chance to refine it.

Some shows require total re-working, whilst others only need minor changes.
Dave gives an example.
“There was a work we made which was initially a disaster. The panels helped us out
a lot there. They told us that the show had been too language-rich for the audience
and was trying to tell too many stories, and some of them were deeply scary.”
Patch secured a second opportunity to present the work, which gave the
company the chance to make major changes. “Since then, the work has had
twelve seasons.”
The process is not just about meeting audience needs. It keeps Patch true to
artistic goals. For example, Patch presented a work which audiences enjoyed,
but which Dave and the peers felt was not artistically satisfying. The company
reinvented the work and put it through a second round of critical appraisal.

The process is about quality development rather than assessment. Dave explains,
“Every work we do is always a work-in-progress, even when it is being performed. Each time we do
a remount, we will do another week’s development, rather than a rehearsal. We can always keep
refining it and get new insights.”
The team’s financial and emotional investment in a work never feels wasted. “We never feel like we
are left with a “dud” work. Even a mediocre work can become great and be part of our repertoire for
many years.”
The Patch “critical appraisal process”
Patch invites two “panels” to attend each new work. One panel comprises about seven theatre
professionals, and the other comprises early childhood education professionals. Panel members
attend the show at least twice, so that they can see the work with different audiences. About a week
later, each panel meets separately for about two hours. The panels are asked to think about a series
of questions prior to the meeting.
The artistic panel is asked:
• Does the piece fulfil the company’s artistic rationale?
• Does the piece fulfil the objectives of the creative team?
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• Is the piece appropriate for the age group?
• Does the piece both engage and challenge its audience?
• Assess the strengths and weaknesses of the production as a whole (in terms of form, content,
performance languages, transitions, music, design, lighting, performers, direction, choreography,
variety etc)
The educational panel is asked:

There’s something
liberating about genuinely asking
for honest, provocative,
critical appraisal.

• What can children of different ages / experiences get from the show?
• What, for you as teachers wanting to engage children in worthwhile learning experiences, is the
main thrust of the show?
• What things/themes did children take away from the show?
• What do children make of [various elements] of the show?
• Some people believe that the magic of theatre should remain unexplained and others feel that
their students really enjoy being shown the mechanics of the show. What is your view on this?
• What do you value most about Patch Theatre?
• How would you describe Patch Theatre in a word or phrase?

QAGOMA
Unique value proposition: the Queensland Art Gallery I Gallery of
Modern Art finds its distinctive edge
Queensland Art Gallery I Gallery of Modern Art (QAGOMA) is Queensland’s
premier visual arts institution, connecting people and art through a dynamic
program of Australian and international exhibitions that showcase work by
contemporary and historical artists. The Gallery’s flagship exhibition, the AsiaPacific Triennial of Contemporary Art (APT), celebrated its 20th year in 2013.
Arts organisations compete for audiences with an ever-increasing array of leisure time
experiences. Maud Page, Deputy Director, Collection and Exhibitions at QAGOMA, talks
about how the Gallery is facing this head-on with its “unique value proposition.”
A unique value proposition describes how an organisation differentiates itself from others,
resonating with its core brand. In the artistic context, this means pinpointing what makes
QAGOMA distinct, in relation to other arts organisations in Australia and internationally.
Maud explains that the process, which included consultation with the entire Gallery staff,
was not easy, but worth it. As a result of this thinking, QAGOMA has developed a new vision
statement, which is to be the leading institution of the contemporary art of Australia, Asia,
and the Pacific, and a mission to engage people with art and artists, through memorable and
transformative experiences.
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Maud’s advice is to remember that
“artistically vibrant” does not have to
mean “new.” It is just as much about
new ways of looking at things, and
building new connections around
ideas, objects and people.

QAGOMA thinks about artistic leadership in terms of the quality of its local, regional and
international relationships. Maud explains, “We attracted more than 565,000 visitors to the
Asia Pacific Triennial last year and many of them were returning visitors and artists from
previous APTs. There’s a lot of people who feel a strong connection to the Triennial. There is
a real sense of belonging.”
QAGOMA also thinks about how it portrays itself and Australia in its dealings in the AsiaPacific region. “How do we portray ourselves outside Australia? What do we say to people
when we’re travelling? Why should they support us, or why would they want to be in the
Asia-Pacific Triennial?”
QAGOMA looks for multidimensional ways to measure and communicate its impact. It uses
visitor surveys, footfall and the complex matrix of economic return on investment where
relevant, as well as placing great value on long-term relationships with artists and audiences.
For Maud, this is about constantly updating the language about why QAGOMA is relevant.
“You have to be able to answer the question, ‘What does art do? How does it benefit
everyone in the community?’”

QUEENSLAND WRITERS CENTRE
Becoming a learner organisation: Queensland Writers Centre uses participant
feedback to improve programming in real time
Queensland Writers Centre (QWC) has more than 2,200 members whom it
supports in the business and art of writing, and more than 70,000 customers
for its face-to-face and digital programs.
Meg Vann, Chief Executive Officer of the Queensland Writers Centre, talks about how the
organisation has shifted from being a “knower” to a “learner” organisation, constantly shaping
programs to respond to participant feedback and genuine needs.
For QWC, artistic vibrancy is about how well the organisation meets the needs of writers through
its programs. QWC focuses on metrics around community relevance and the development of artists
and the sector. It conducts online customer care follow-up with program participants, including a
participant survey.
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About two years ago, the organisation shifted its participant metrics towards people’s happiness
and contentment with QWC programs, rather than traditional questions about the venue or the
information a participant received. The survey includes questions about how they felt about their
engagement: what they learned, whether they met other writers, and if writing activities such as
writer groups developed out of their participation.
The organisation uses this information to shape programming, responding to participant needs. For
example, it shifted one program online in response to participant feedback pointing towards the
potential for modular, self-directed learning.
As an organisation which focuses on supporting artists to develop, QWC pays close attention to
the success of its alumni. QWC has a “Milestones Program,” which involves encouraging members
and customers to let it know about their career “milestones.” If a member tells it about a career
milestone, QWC staff sign a personalised card and may also publish an article in their national
magazine. QWC staff also monitors relevant networks closely to see if anyone who has been
through QWC programs has achieved career highlights.
Monitoring the impact on the much broader, 70,000-strong customer base is not easy. QWC is
exploring ways to intelligently mine social media data to help QWC understand its impact on this
wider population. Meg explains, “Measuring social media metrics is about understanding the interest
and needs and reflective evaluation that people are providing all the time.”
Reflection and feedback are key to the QWC “learner” approach to programming. QWC now
explicitly includes iterative, database learning in its programs. For example, QWC is introducing
the “Launch Lab,” which is a course for writers about launching a book. QWC will iterate each new
cohort’s data back into the program. This means it can continuously respond to participant needs.
For Meg, this is about being part of the virtuous circle of give-and-take amongst arts organisations
and their communities.
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STATE THEATRE COMPANY OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Asking the hard questions, of the right people: State Theatre Company of South Australia’s approach to stakeholder feedback
State Theatre Company of South Australia (STCSA) is the state’s ﬂagship professional theatre company. It performs an annual
season of classic and contemporary Australian and international theatre works.
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Production debriefs take place two weeks after the show’s season ends. STCSA brings back the
creative team, stage management, production, programming and company artistic staff. They talk
about everything, ranging from choice of repertoire through to marketing and production. Geordie
finds these very beneficial. “They happen quickly enough for us to make changes before the next
production.”
After every work, STCSA gathers feedback from artists via an anonymous survey. A non-artistic
STCSA staff member collates the survey findings. This way, artists feel that they can be honest without
endangering their chances of future employment.
At the “big picture” level, STCSA conducts an annual peer panel and audience survey. Throughout the
year, Prof Julian Meyrick of Flinders University acts as the company’s volunteer Artistic Counsel, which
Geordie describes is like having, “an elder to call upon.”
The peer panel is made up of three theatre experts. Feedback from the panel is filtered to the artistic
staff via a non-artistic team member. The panel considers questions such as:
• “Does the company have a tangible artistic identity?”
• “Are the production and design values not only of a consistently high grade, but does the company
have a strong individual aesthetic?”
• “Does it feel like artists are being placed well within the program?
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• “Are artists being progressed well through their careers?”
STCSA trialled conducting regular audience surveys, but found that they were reaching the same
people and getting the same feedback. They changed to a single audience survey per year, which
gives the audience a chance to reflect on the season and STCSA experience.
The STCSA creative team reflects on all of the feedback it gathers at its programming meetings. The
team can reflect and make decisions in the same meeting. For Geordie, this is immensely helpful. “It’s
a much more immediate way of reflecting on choices and process.”
Geordie has learned that he can act on some feedback straightaway, whilst reviewing the big picture
takes time. “You set the process up, but you have to treat it with patience. I have had to accept that it is
a two-year cycle, not a 12-month cycle. We can fix little process-driven things immediately, but in terms
of those larger artistic questions, that’s not something that you can turn around immediately. You have
to be in it for the longer term.”
Geordie’s advice to others would be to think about the type of feedback that will truly be useful.
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JAMFACTORY
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how JamFactory supports artistic vibrancy in a hybrid commercial and creative sphere

JamFactory supports and promotes outstanding design and craftsmanship through its studios, galleries and shops. A two-year
Associates Program trains Australian artisans and designers, and the Retail and Exhibitions Program builds a market for high-end
craft and design.
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MScRacVRhUaMQdMcR͙<M\7MPc^ahcaMPYbcVWbMPVWReR\R]ccVa^dUVM]MZd\]W
W]P^\RbdaeRh͙
FVR^aUM]WbMcW^]MZb^\RMbdaRbWcbW\_MPc^]UR]RaMZ_dOZWPbR]cW\R]cMO^dc
PaMScM]QQRbWU]cVa^dUVRgVWOWcW^]MdQWR]PRbdaeRhbM]QOhcaMPYW]UcVR
aRcMWZb_R]Q͙

;]WcbRgVWOWcW^]bb_MPR͜<M\7MPc^ahMW\bc^UWeRMdQWR]PRbMQWaRPcRg_RaWR]PR
^S^OXRPcb͙;cbdaeRhbMdQWR]PRb^]PR^acfWPRMhRMac^SW]Q^dcWScVRhS^d]Q
cVRRgVWOWcW^]bͩW]b_WaW]U͙ͪ;]cVRaRcMWZb_VRaR͜<M\7MPc^ah^SSRab_a^QdPcbcVMc
P^\OW]RP^\\RaPWMZM__RMZfWcVMacWbcWP\RaWc͛cRPV]WPMZRgPRZZR]PR͜Md]W`dR
MRbcVRcWPe^WPRM]QQWbcW]PcWeR]Rbb͙
3aWM]ͭbMQeWPRf^dZQORc^]^cd]]RPRbbMaWZhbR_MaMcRP^\\RaPWMZM]QPaWcWPMZ
WQRMb^SMacWbcWPbdPPRbb͙
ͩ2bZ^]UMb_R^_ZRMaRMPVWReW]UcVRW]cR]ccVMccVRhVMeRfWcVcVRW]cRUaWch^S
cVRWa_aMPcWPR͜;cVW]YcVMccVRQWbcW]PcW^]ORcfRR]cVRP^\\RaPWMZM]QcVRMacWbcWP
PM]b^\RcW\RbXdbcORP^]bcadPcb͙7^adb͜P^\\RaPWMZbdPPRbbWbMUR]dW]R
\RMbdaR^SV^ffRZZfRMaRQ^W]U^daX^O͙;ccRZZbdbWS^daMacWbcbPM]MPcdMZZh
\MYRMZWeW]USa^\cVRWa_aMPcWPR͜M]QWS_R^_ZRd]QRabcM]QM]QeMZdRVWUVR]Q
PaMScM]QQRbWU]R]^dUVc^_MhcVR_aR\Wd\S^aWc͙ͪ

UMI ARTS
For Umi Arts, artistic vibrancy is about keeping culture strong.
This has complex dimensions
Umi Arts is the peak Indigenous arts and cultural organisation for Far North
Queensland. It aims to strengthen Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
cultural practices, including visual arts and crafts, dance, ceremony,
storytelling and music.
Darrell Harris, Executive Officer and Janet Parfenovics, Business Contract Adviser, talk about how Umi
Arts makes sure it is relevant to every one of its 800 members.
When Umi Arts thinks about whether the organisation is achieving its vision, it asks itself, “Are we
strengthening culture for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people of far north Queensland?”
For Umi Arts, this is about empowering its membership. It does this by building members’ connection
to culture, keeping cultural practices alive and continuous, and exposing non-Indigenous audiences to
Indigenous culture.
IMAGE: Expressions Dance Company Thom Gundry Greenfield Camerata of St Johns in Natalie Weir’s When Time Stop
CREDIT: Dylan Evans

Members are empowered by connecting with their culture. Darrell explains, “We are using culture to
heal. People feel empowered by their culture. They take it into their own hands and own it, and express
it in their own lives.” This also keeps cultural practices relevant, alive and continuous.
Umi Arts is driven by the needs of its members. Janet sets out the organisation’s key questions.
“What is important to the members? What are they exploring, what do they see as culturally important to
them, how they develop their art forms and what sort of outcomes do they want and need?”

IMAGE: Pathways 4 installation at Umi Arts Michl Gallery
CREDIT: Photo courtesy of Umi Arts

For example, Umi Arts creates pathways for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander artists to earn an
income from their practice. Darrell sees this as vital to being a truly relevant, vibrant ATSI cultural
organisation.
The organisation also supports meaningful contemporary interpretations of traditional practices.
Umi Arts encourages its members to engage direct with the traditional owners of stories and practices.
This can open up language and culture to Indigenous artists.

Non-Indigenous audiences
are a really important measure
of vibrancy for us. It shows how we are
connecting culture to community, and
building awareness and understanding
of culture.

For Umi Arts, an increase in the number of non-Indigenous Australians attending events is also an
indicator of relevance.
Umi Arts has adapted Arts Queensland templates for evaluation to suit their needs. It conducts artist
and audience surveys, gathers audience demographics, and maintains constant dialogue with the
board and membership. Each Umi Arts staff member is responsible for managing their own evaluative
tools. So far, the organisation has not needed additional resources to implement the surveys. Darrell
explains the benefits of collecting this feedback. “If we’ve got all the data behind us, it’s hard to argue
against the value of culture and our vibrancy.”
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WEST AUSTRALIAN SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
“Who would miss us if we were gone?” West Australian Symphony Orchestra asks itself the big questions
Established in 1928, the West Australian Symphony Orchestra (WASO) performs over 140 concerts each year with some of the world’s
ﬁnest conductors and soloists to an audience in excess of 200,000. Its vision is to touch souls and enrich lives through music.
7^acVRIRbc2dbcaMZWM]Eh\_V^]hAaPVRbcaM͜MacWbcWPRgPRZZR]PRM]QP^\\d]Wch
aRZReM]PRMaRcf^bWQRb^ScVRbM\RP^W]͙4aMWUIVWcRVRMQ͜4VWRS6gRPdcWeR͜
Rg_ZMW]bV^fcVWbcVW]YW]UWbcaM]bS^a\W]UcVR^aPVRbcaM͙

2bYW]UcVWb`dRbcW^]ZRQI2EAc^QaM\McWPMZZhaRbVM_RWcbeWbW^]M]QMPcWeWch͙
;]^aQRac^ORP^\RM]W]QWb_R]bMOZR_Mac^ScVRP^\\d]Wch͜cVR^aUM]WbMcW^]

ͩIV^f^dZQ\WbbdbWSfRfRaRU^]Rͣͪ

FVRhaRS^PdbRQcVRWaeWbW^]Sa^\ORW]UcVR_aRR\W]R]c^aPVRbcaMW]cVRaRUW^]͜c^

QRPWQRQc^PVM]URfV^cVRhfRaR͜M]QfV^cVRhfRaR_RaPRWeRQc^OR͙

c^dPVb^dZbM]QR]aWPVZWeRbcVa^dUV\dbWP͙

For WASO, this did not mean compromising on excellence. On the contrary, the orchestra has
reframed excellence in terms of retaining relevance to each of its communities. Craig explains,
“It’s about making sure that excellence is not an end in itself. It is a means to an end. This doesn’t
mean that we forget about excellence. We understand that it doesn’t matter how good the orchestra
is - if it’s not relevant and engaged with its community, it will fail.”
For its musicians, who have dedicated their lives to being the best they can be, WASO strives for
excellence in music and relevant programming. For its audiences, whose great passion is classical
music, WASO aims for performances of the highest possible standards. For the broader community,
WASO invests in a community engagement program which connects with communities who cannot
easily access live, classical music.
WASO checks in with each of its communities to make sure it is on track. For example, it uses a
brand recognition survey to gauge public sentiment about the orchestra, and audience surveys to
understand the concert experience.
It can be difficult to find disinterested experts to give opinions on artistic quality in a small orchestral
community. WASO solves this by engaging respected external experts to critique the orchestra. The
organisation recently flew reviewers from The Australian and Limelight magazine to WA to review
a number of orchestral performances. The orchestra also seeks extensive feedback from visiting
guest conductors and soloists.
IMAGE: Expressions Dance Company Thom Gundry Greenfield Camerata of St Johns in Natalie Weir’s When Time Stop
CREDIT: Dylan Evans

IMAGE: West Australian Symphony
CREDIT: Photographer, Emma Van Dordrecht

We understand that
it doesn’t matter how good the
orchestra is - if it’s not engaged with and
relevant to its community, it will fail.

To fast-track growth in performance areas identified for improvement, the orchestra programmed a
Beethoven Symphony cycle in 2014. This provided the musicians with three weeks of intensive work
on major core repertoire, with a focus on improving ensemble skills and sound quality.
WASO is also working with the orchestra on 360 degree performance reviews for musicians. Section
leaders who sit near a musician will offer feedback, and the musician will work with their leader
on performance and development goals. With assistance from the Australia Council, WASO gave
section leaders management training to take on this responsibility.
Musicians and the organisation can both benefit from the process.
“It’s an opportunity to talk about where they [the musicians] are doing really well, where there could
be improvement, and what the section leader could do for the individual to assist them in improving
their performance. There is no hidden agenda. It connects the individual’s performance with the
organisation’s overall commitment to excellence.”

resources
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IMAGE: Interplay, Sydney Dance Company
CREDIT: Wendell Levi Tedoro

RESOURCES
Alumni survey
An alumni survey determines the impact that your organisation may
have had on artists who have worked there. The survey involves
questions about what the organisation considers metrics of success,
and could include the following:
• The amount of time the artist still spends on creative practice
• Other companies the artist has gone on to work with
• Performances, publications, awards
• Income from creative practice
• Benefits from the experience with your organisation
• Critical attention

Artist survey
An artist survey captures the feedback from artists who have worked
with your organisation. This might include writers-in-residence, actors
and curated artists. Respondents to the survey must feel that they can
be honest, and so their anonymity must be guaranteed. To achieve
this, try the following:
• Surveys to be collated by a non-artistic member of staff
• De-identify respondents so specific comments can be
given anonymously

IMAGE: Dark Palace by Frank Moorhouse
CREDIT: Australia Council

Audience intrinsic impact survey
An audience intrinsic impact survey informs on how people experience
art. International researcher Alan Brown has worked with the Australia
Council and organisations around the world to develop ways to
measure and articulate the audience experience.
The survey measures the audience’s “readiness-to-receive” the art
and then the intrinsic impacts received from the experience itself. The
“readiness-to-receive” concept includes measuring:
• context
• relevance
• anticipation
Intrinsic Impacts are the core benefits that can accrue to individuals by
virtue of experiencing an exhibition or live performance. In this model,
there are five constructs of Intrinsic Impact:

• captivation
• aesthetic enrichment
• intellectual stimulation
• emotional resonance
• social bridging and bonding
Audience research should also be accessible so that representative
results are achieved. Ways to access a representative cross-section of
the audience can include:
• using a mix of methods, such as surveys, interviews and group
discussions
• surveying enough people to get statistically reliable results, randomly
inviting them to participate and promoting the survey to ensure a
good response rate
• translating surveys into community languages
• using visual or verbal survey tools
• keeping surveys brief and readable

4A??G@;FK
D6>6H2@46
I63E;F6
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Benchmarking
3R]PV\MaYW]UWbMfMhS^aMacb^aUM]WbMcW^]bc^P^\_MaRcVR\bRZeRb
fWcV^aUM]WbMcW^]bcVRhMb_WaRc^ORZWYR͙AaUM]WbMcW^]bc^OR]PV\MaY
MUMW]bc\WUVcORZ^PMZ^aW]cRa]McW^]MZ͜M]QOR]PV\MaYW]UPM]OR
Q^]RS^a\MZZh^aW]S^a\MZZh͙

Community consultation
4^]bdZcMcW^]fWcVcVRP^\\d]WchVRZ_bMacb^aUM]WbMcW^]bc^͛
΄WQR]cWShfVMcP^\\d]WcWRbh^d\WUVcORaRZReM]cc^
΄PVRPYW]cVa^dUV^dcMP^\\d]Wch_a^XRPc
΄aRSZRPc^]^dcP^\RbMccVRR]Q^SP^\\d]Wch_a^XRPcb

7^a\MZOR]PV\MaYW]U\WUVcW]e^ZeRR]UMUW]UM]MacS^a\Rg_Racc^͛
΄;QR]cWShOR]PV\MaY^aUM]WbMcW^]b
΄DRbRMaPVcVRbR^aUM]WbMcW^]bW]RMPVMaRM^S^_RaMcW^]
M]QW\_MPc
΄5ReRZ^_M\McaWgS^aP^\_MaWb^]fWcVh^da^_RaMcW^]bM]QW\_MPc
΄?MYRaRP^\\R]QMcW^]b

4^]bdZcMcW^]PM]aM]URSa^\\^QRaMcRQQWbPdbbW^]M]QbdaeRhb
fWcV_R^_ZRSa^\h^dacMaURcP^\\d]Wch͜c^W]S^a\MZP^]eRabMcW^]b
Mb_Mac^SMZ^]UcRa\P^\\d]WchaRZMcW^]bVW_͙;\_^acM]cZh͜h^d
bV^dZQMZfMhb͛
΄RgRaPWbRPdZcdaMZbR]bWcWeWch
΄cMZYc^\MaUW]MZWbRQ\R\ORab^ScVRP^\\d]WchMbfRZZMb
Y]^f]aR_aRbR]cMcWeRb
΄YRR_cVRU^MZb^ScVRP^]bdZcMcW^]MZfMhbW]\W]Q

;]S^a\MZOR]PV\MaYW]U\MhORMbbW\_ZRMbcM__W]UW]c^h^da
cRM\ͭbY]^fZRQURM]QPVRPYW]UWScVR^aUM]WbMcW^]Wbd_c^QMcR
MUMW]bccVR^aUM]WbMcW^]bh^dMb_WaRc^ORZWYR͙

IMAGE: Musica Viva Schools Program
CREDIT: Keith Saunders

Critics reviews, awards and nominations
Reviews, awards and nominations can indicate how your work is
perceived externally. An organisation can collate media reviews, awards
and nominations, and reflect on useful findings.
General public survey and consultation
A general public survey is a way to understand how the wider
population of your community, state or country thinks of you. Ways to do
this can include:
• Conducting your own general public survey
• Partnering with other organisations in a general public survey of
attitudes towards the arts and/or place perceptions

You might decide to have direct conversations with the general public.
This might include:
• Holding an open day
• Participating in wider public forums
• Holding focus groups
Guest artist interviews
Guest artist interviews are a formal way to capture visiting artist
perceptions of your organisation. This can complement peer review
and benchmarking by taking advantage of a guest artist’s knowledge
of your interstate or overseas contemporaries. You may decide that
informal conversations are sufficient, or you may wish to commission
independent interviews with guest artists, in the interests of anonymity
and objectivity.

If you can sit back and even articulate
what it is you’re trying to do, have a think
about some information that might help you
understand whether or not you’ve done it,
and then take the time to reflect at the end
on whether you’ve done it, that is always
going to be a valuable exercise.
- Louise Georgeson, Arts Centre Melbourne

IMAGE: Lisa Wilson and Tim Ohl in Lisa Wilson’s Lake
CREDIT: Fen-Lan Chuang

Internal reflection
Internal reflection refers to an organisation’s internal processes and
conversations about artistic vibrancy. It can involve the creative team or
the whole organisation. Like peer review, constructive internal reflection
relies on the principles of respectful communication and openness.
Key practices include:
• Strategic planning
• Regular team and board meetings
• Annual strategic review
It can also include structured critical feedback whilst developing work.
We have not covered this here, as this Framework is not designed to
help arts organisations make their art, but to help them reflect and
describe the organisation’s overall impact.

STRATEGIC PLANNING
Strategic planning is the process of articulating an artistic vision and
actions to fulfil it. This includes measurable and meaningful artistic
targets. The team reviews its progress every year, with a major strategic
process every three to five years.
REGULAR TEAM AND BOARD MEETINGS
The artistic team regularly meets and checks in. This might include:
• Post-production or project debriefs
• Regular team meetings
• Updates to the board
ANNUAL STRATEGIC REVIEW
Once a year the team asks itself bigger, organisation-wide
questions. Changes can be made to your activities to ensure the
planned goals will be achieved. Every three to five years a more
extensive strategic planning review of the organisation and its
vision can be held.
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Metrics - artist and audiences
2acWbcM]QMdQWR]PR\RcaWPbaRSRabc^QMcMcVMcPM]ORP^d]cRQ͙
FVWbW]e^ZeRbP^ZZMcW]UM]QM]MZhbW]UcVR]d\ORabM]Qb^PW^
QR\^UaM_VWPb^Sh^daMacWbcbM]QMdQWR]PRb͙FVWbfWZZcRZZh^dWS
h^dMaRaRMPVW]Uh^dacMaURcb͜bdPVMbOdWZQW]UMdQWR]PRbM]Q
bd__^acW]UQWeRabWch͙;cR\bc^caMPYW]PZdQR͛
΄@d\ORa^SMacWbcbbd__^acRQ͜]Rff^aYbPaRMcRQΧP^\\WbbW^]RQ͜
]RfΧaR_RMcMdQWR]PR\R\ORabM]QcWPYRcbb^ZQ
΄5R\^UaM_VWPb͜_aReW^dbMacb_MacWPW_McW^]M]Qb^PW^UaM_VWPb^S
MacWbcbM]QMdQWR]PRb
Participant survey
2_MacWPW_M]cbdaeRhPM_cdaRbcVRRg_RaWR]PR^S_R^_ZRfV^
_MacWPW_McRW]M]Macb^aUM]WbMcW^]ͭbMPcWeWcWRb͙FVRbRP^dZQW]PZdQR
UR]RaMZ_dOZWPf^aYbV^_b͜bPV^^Zb_a^UaM\bM]QP^\\d]Wch
_MacWPW_McW^]_a^XRPcb͙

2_MacWPW_M]cbdaeRhP^dZQP^eRa͛
΄EMcWbSMPcW^]fWcVcVR_MacWPW_Mc^ahM]QPaRMcWeR_a^PRbb
΄CdMZWch^Sf^aYbV^_SMPWZWcMcW^]
΄5WbcW]PcWeR]Rbb^ScVR_a^XRPc
΄EYWZZbM]QZRMa]W]U^dcP^\Rb
΄;bbdRbM]QPVMZZR]URb
2bS^aMdQWR]PRbdaeRhb͜_MacWPW_M]cReMZdMcW^]bV^dZQOR
MPPRbbWOZR͙IMhbc^MPPRbbMaR_aRbR]cMcWeRPa^bbbRPcW^]^S
_MacWPW_M]cbPM]W]PZdQR͛
΄dbW]UM\Wg^S\RcV^Qb͜bdPVMbbdaeRhb͜W]cRaeWRfbM]Q
Ua^d_QWbPdbbW^]b
΄caM]bZMcW]UbdaeRhbW]c^P^\\d]WchZM]UdMURb
΄dbW]UeWbdMZ^aeRaOMZbdaeRhc^^Zb
΄YRR_W]UbdaeRhbOaWRSM]QaRMQMOZR

CONSTRUCTIVE
• Everyone commits to
providing constructive
feedback.
• The process has a goal:
positive improvement.

RESPECT
• Everyone’s feedback is
respected and heard.
• Everyone is treated
as equal.

TRUST
• The group agrees to
ground rules which allows
them to feel safe to share
their feedback. For example,
the discussion stays in the
room; no one is penalised for
negative feedback.

MUTUALITY
• People act as peers for each
other’s works. This builds a
community of confidential
criticism and a culture of
honest feedback.

IMAGE: Expressions Dance Company Thom Gundry Greenfield Camerata of St Johns in Natalie Weir’s When Time Stop
CREDIT: Dylan Evans

Peer review
Peer review is a process of getting frank feedback from artistic peers
whose opinions are respected and trusted. To be effective, meaningful
and sustainable, the peer review process must embody:
• Respect
• Trust
• Mutuality
• Focus on constructive feedback
Guiding Principles of Peer Review
To set up a meaningful peer review process, you:
• Identify your peers
• Decide on the best process for you

IDENTIFYING YOUR PEERS
Peers are people whose opinions of your work you respect and trust.
They are “arms-length” from your organisation, and are regarded as
experts in their field. They might be fellow artists or artistic directors,
academics, critics or international collaborators. The most critical
thing when choosing your peers is that you believe they can offer
useful feedback, which you can apply to continuously improving your
organisation’s practice.
You can involve peers for various aspects of your work. For example,
you might talk to one or two people about the quality of your
productions. You might talk to someone else about your organisation’s
contribution to the artform, and someone else again to discuss the
relevance of your work to the community.
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K^d]RRQc^\MYRbdaRcVMccVR_RRabVMeRbRR]\^bc^aMZZ^ScVRf^aY
h^dMaRMbYW]UcVR\c^P^\\R]c^]͜M]QcVMccVRhbRRR]^dUV^cVRa
f^aYbc^VMeRMP^]cRgc^ScVR^eRaMZZMacS^a\M]QbRPc^a͙
;]cVWbaRb_RPc͜_RRaaReWRfWbQWSSRaR]cc^cMZYW]Uc^W]cRa]McW^]MZUdRb 
MacWbcb^aW]cRa]McW^]MZ_RRabfV^\MhVMeR^]ZhbRR]^]R^acf^^S
h^daf^aYb͙FVRbR_R^_ZR\WUVcORMOZRc^P^\\R]cW]MUR]RaMZfMh
^]V^fh^daf^aYP^\_MaRbW]cRa]McW^]MZZh͜OdccVRhPM]]^c_a^eWQR
^]U^W]U_RRaaReWRf͙
ASP^dabR͜WSh^daP^\_M]hf^aYbaRUdZMaZhfWcVcVRbM\RW]cRa]McW^]MZ
UdRbcMacWbcb͜cVR]cVRbR_R^_ZR\MhOR`dMZWSWRQc^_a^eWQRM 
_RRaaReWRf͙

D6EAGD4;@8
BRRaaReWRfQ^Rb]^cVMeRc^ORRg_R]bWeR͙
FVROMbWPbS^a_RRaaReWRfMaR͛
΄BRRabͼ_aRSRaMOZh\^aRcVM]^]R͜OdccVWbWb]^cRbbR]cWMZ͜QR_R]QW]U
^]cVRbWjR^Sh^da\MaYRc_ZMPR͙
΄2bPVRQdZR^S\RRcW]Ub^acRZRP^]SRaR]PRbͼ_aRSRaMOZhMcZRMbc^]R
_RahRMa
΄2ZRccRac^_RRabfVWPVbRcb^dccVRUdWQW]U_aW]PW_ZRb͜_a^PRbb͜
Rg_RPcMcW^]bM]QcVRWaa^ZR
΄@^cRcMYW]UbVRRcbS^a_RRabc^aRP^aQ^ObRaeMcW^]bfVWZbccVRhMaR
R]UMUW]UfWcVh^daf^aY
K^d\MhMZb^fM]cc^W]e^ZeRM]W]QR_R]QR]cSMPWZWcMc^a͜bdPVMbcVR
PVMWa\M]^Sh^daO^MaQ^ab^\R^]RRZbRh^dcadbcc^ad]_RRa
aReWRf\RRcW]Ub͙

IMAGE: Lauren Langlois, Kathleen Lott, Lily Paskas and Rachel Coulson in Heresy by Antony Hamilton
CREDIT: Byron Perry

Performance review
Some organisations with artistic ensembles have introduced
performance review processes. These processes allow organisations to:
• identify individual professional development goals, resources and
training opportunities
• address performance issues

Program logic evaluation
Evaluations look at what impact a project has had on particular
objective. The Artistic Vibrancy Framework may be a useful basis
for evaluating impact on different groups, such as artists, audiences,
communities and so on. A program logic evaluation would identify your
original aims, and see if you have achieved them.
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